Many multiple sequence alignment methods (MSAs) use guide trees in conjunction with a progressive alignment technique to generate a multiple sequence alignment but use differing techniques to produce the guide tree and to perform the progressive alignment. In this paper we explore the consequences of changing the guide tree used for the alignment routine. We evaluate four leading MSA methods (ProbCons, MAFFT, Muscle, and ClustalW) as well as a new MSA method (FTA, for "Fixed Tree Alignment") which we have developed, on a wide range of simulated datasets. Although improvements in alignment accuracy can be obtained by providing better guide trees, in general there is little effect on the "accuracy" (measured using the SP-score) of the alignment by improving the guide tree. However, RAxML-based phylogenetic analyses of alignments based upon better guide trees tend to be much more accurate. This impact is particularly significant for ProbCons, one of the best MSA methods currently available, and our method, FTA. Finally, for very good guide trees, phylogenies based upon FTA alignments are more accurate than phylogenies based upon ProbCons alignments, suggesting that further improvements in phylogenetic accuracy may be obtained through algorithms of this type.
Introduction
Although methods are available for taking molecular sequence data and simultaneously inferring an alignment and a phylogenetic tree, the most common phylogenetic practice is a sequential, two-phase approach: first an alignment is obtained from a multiple sequence alignment (MSA) program and then a phylogeny is inferred based upon that alignment. The two-phase approach is usually preferred over simultaneous alignment and
Basics
Phylogeny and alignment estimation methods. Although there are many phylogeny estimation methods, our studies (and those of others) suggest that maximum likelihood analyses of aligned sequences produce the most accurate phylogenies. Of the various software programs for maximum likelihood analysis, RAxML and GARLI 21 are the two fastest and most accurate methods. We used RAxML for our analyses.
Of the many MSA methods, ClustalW tends to be the one most frequently used by systematists, although several new methods have been developed that have been shown to outperform ClustalW with respect to alignment accuracy. Of these, we included ProbCons, MAFFT, and Muscle. ProbCons and MAFFT are the two best performing MSA methods, and Muscle is included because it is very fast.
We also developed and tested a new MSA method, which we call FTA for "Fixed Tree Alignment." FTA is a heuristic for the "Fixed-Tree Sankoff Problem", which we now define. The Sankoff problem. Over 30 years ago, David Sankoff proposed an approach for simultaneous estimation of trees and alignments based upon minimizing the total edit distance, which we generalize here to allow for an arbitrary edit distance function f (·, ·) as part of the input, thus defining the "Generalized Sankoff Problem" 12 :
• Input: A set S of sequences and a function f (s, s ′ ) for the cost of an optimal alignment between s and s ′ .
• Output: A tree T , leaf-labeled by the set S, and with additional sequences labelling the internal nodes of T , so as to minimize treelength, (v,w)∈E f (s v , s w ), where s v and s w are the sequences assigned to nodes v and w, respectively, and E is the edge set of T .
The problem thus depends upon the function f (·, ·). In this paper we follow the convention that all mismatches have unit cost, and the cost of a gap of length k is affine (i.e., equals c 0 +c 1 * k for some choice of c 0 and c 1 ) (see 6, 4 ). The constants c 0 and c 1 are the "gap-open" cost and the "gap-extend" cost, respectively. The Generalized Sankoff problem is NP-hard since the special case where c 0 = ∞ is the maximum parsimony (MP) problem, which is NP-hard. (The problem is also called the "Generalized Tree Alignment" problem in the literature.)
In the fixed-tree version of the Sankoff problem, the tree T is given as part of the input, and the object is to assign sequences to the internal nodes of T so as to produce the minimum total edit distance. This problem is also NP-hard 19 . Exact solutions 6 which run in exponential time have been developed, but these are computationally too expensive to be used in practice. Approximation algorithms for the problem have also been developed 18, 20 , but their performance guarantees are not good enough for algorithms to be reliable in practice. The FTA ("fixed tree alignment") technique. We developed a fast heuristic for the Fixed-Tree Sankoff problem a . We make an initial assignment of sequences to internal nodes and then attempt to improve the assignment until a local optimum is reached. To improve the assignment, we iteratively replace the sequence at an internal node by a new sequence if the new sequence reduces the total edit distance on the tree. To do this, we estimate the "median" of the sequences labelling the neighbors of v. Formally, the "median" of three sequences A, B, and C with respect to an edit distance function f (·, ·) is a sequence X such that f (X, A)+f (X, B)+f (X, C) is minimized. This can be solved exactly, but the calculation takes O(k 3 ) time 6 , where k is the maximum sequence length. Since we estimate medians repeatedly (Ω(n) times for each n-leaf tree analyzed), we needed a faster estimator than these exact algorithms permit.
We designed a heuristic that is not guaranteed to produce optimal solutions for estimating the median of three sequences. The technique we picked is a simple, two-step procedure, where we compute a multiple alignment using some standard MSA technique, and then compute the majority consensus of the multiple alignment. If replacing the current sequence at the node with the consensus reduces the total treelength, then we use the new sequence; otherwise, we keep the original sequence for the node.
We tested several MSA methods (MAFFT, DCA 14 , Muscle, ProbCons, and ClustalW) for use in the median estimator, and examined the performance of FTA under a wide range of model conditions and affine gap penalties. Medians based upon DCA generally gave the best performance with respect to total edit distances as well as SP-error; MAFFT-based medians were second best but less accurate. Because of the improvement in accuracy, we elected to work with DCA-based medians even though they sometimes took twice as long as MAFFT-based medians. Selecting an affine gap penalty. We investigated the effect of affine gap penalties on alignment accuracy, using a wide range of model conditions (number of taxa, rates of indels and site substitutions, and gap length distributions). Although the best affine gap penalty (assessed by the SPerror of the alignment) varied somewhat with the model conditions, we found some gap penalties that had good performance over a wide range of model conditions. Based upon these experiments (data not shown), we chose an affine gap penalty for our analyses, with gap-open cost of 2, mismatch cost of 1, and gap-extend cost of 0.5.
Experimental study
Overview. We performed a simulation study to evaluate the performance of the different MSA methods we studied on each of several guide trees. We briefly describe how simulation studies can be used to evaluate two-phase techniques and give an overview of our approach.
First, a stochastic model of sequence evolution is selected (e.g., GTR, HKY, K2P, etc.
3 ), and a model tree is picked or generated. A sequence of specified length is placed at the root of the tree T and evolved down the tree according to the parameters of the evolutionary process. At the end of this process, each leaf of the tree has a sequence. In addition, the true tree and the true alignment are both known and can be used later to assess the quality of alignment and phylogeny inference. The sequences are then aligned by a MSA technique and passed to the phylogeny estimation technique, thus producing an estimated alignment and an estimated tree which are scored for accuracy. If desired, the phylogeny estimation method can also be provided the true alignment, to see how it performs when alignment estimation is perfect.
In our experiment, we evolved DNA sequence datasets using the ROSE 15 software (because it produces sequences that evolve with site substitutions and also indels) under 16 different model conditions, half for 100 taxon trees and half for 25 taxon trees. For each model condition, we generated 20 different random datasets, and analyzed each using a variety of techniques. We then compared the estimated alignments and trees to the true alignments and trees, recording the SP-error and missing edge rates. The details of this experiment are described below.
Experimental design.
Model Trees. We generated birth-death trees of height 1.0 using the program r8s 11 with 100 and 25 taxa. We modified branch lengths to deviate the tree moderately from ultrametricity, using the technique used by Moret et al. 8 with deviation factor c set to 2.0.
Sequence Evolution. We picked a random DNA sequence of length 1000 for the root. We evolved sequences according to the K2P+Indel+Γ model of sequence evolution. For all our model trees, we set the transition/transversion ratio to 2.0, and had all sites evolve at the same rate. We varied the model conditions between experiments by varying the remaining parameters for ROSE: the mean substitution rate, the gap length distribution, and the indel rate. We set the mean substitution rate such that the edgewise average normalized Hamming distance was (approximately) between 2% and 7%. We used two single-gap-event length distributions, both geometric with finite tails. Our "short" single-gap-event length distribution had average gap length 2.00 and a standard deviation of 1.16. Our "long" single-gap-event length distribution had average gap event length 9.18 and a standard deviation of 7.19. Finally, we set insertion and deletion probabilities so as to produce different degrees of gappiness (S-gaps in the table) .
The table in Figure 1 shows the parameter settings for each of the 16 model conditions, and the resultant statistics for the model conditions (MNHD=maximum normalized Hamming distance, E-ANHD=average normalized Hamming distance on the edges, S-gaps=percent of the true alignment matrix occupied by gaps, and E-gaps = average gappiness per edge); the standard error is given parenthetically.
Model Condition Parameters
True Methods for estimating multiple alignments and trees. We used five multiple sequence alignment programs to create alignments from raw sequences: ClustalW, Muscle, MAFFT, ProbCons and FTA. ClustalW, Muscle, MAFFT and ProbCons are publicly available, while FTA is a method we developed (see Section 2 for a description of this method). For this study, ClustalW, Muscle, MAFFT and ProbCons were each run using their default guide trees as well with guide trees that we provided. We modified ProbCons to allow it to use an input guide tree, and the authors of MAFFT provided us with a version that accepts guide trees as input. FTA does not have a default guide tree, and therefore was run using only the computed guide trees and the true tree. MAFFT has multiple alignment strategies built in, and we used each of L-INS-i, FFT-NS-i and FFT-NS-2. However, when there were difference between variants of MAFFT, FFT-NS-2 usually performed best, so we only show results using this variant. We used RAxML in its default setting. User-input guide trees. We tested performance on four user-input guide trees. We included the true tree, and three other guide trees that we computed. The first two of the computed guide trees are UPGMA trees based upon different distance matrices. For the first UPGMA guide tree ("upgma1"), we computed a distance matrix based upon optimal pairwise alignments between all pairs of sequences, using the affine gap penalty with gapopen = 0, gap-extend = 1 and mismatch = 1. For the second ("upgma2"), we computed the distance matrix based upon optimal pairwise alignments between all pairs of sequences for the affine gap penalty with gap-open = 2, gap-extend = 0.5 and mismatch = 1. In both cases, we used custom code based on the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm with the specified gap penalty to compute the distance matrices and PAUP* 16 to compute the UPGMA trees. The third guide tree ("probtree") was obtained as follows. We used the upgma1 guide tree as input to ProbCons to estimate an alignment that was then used to estimate a tree using RAxML. Error rates for phylogeny reconstruction methods. We used the missing edge rate, which is the percentage of the edges of the true tree that are missing in the estimated tree (also known as the false negative rate). The "true tree" is obtained by contracting the zero-event edges in the model tree; it is usually binary, but not always. Alignment error rates. To measure alignment accuracy, we used the SP (sum-of-pairs) error rate (the complement of the SP accuracy measure), which we now define. Let S = {s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n }, and let each s i be a string over some alphabet Σ (e.g., Σ = {A, C, T, G} for nucleotide sequences). An alignment on S inserts spaces within the sequences in S so as to create a matrix, in which each column of the matrix contains either a dash or an element of Σ. Let s ij indicate the j th letter in the sequence s i . We identify the alignment A with the set P airs(A) containing all pairs (s ij , s i ′ j ′ ) for which some column in A contains s ij and s i ′ j ′ . Let A * be the true alignment, and letÂ be the estimated alignment. Then the SP-error rate is
, expressed as a percentage; thus the SP-error is the percentage of the pairs of truly homologous nucleotides that are unpaired in the estimated alignment. However, it is possible for the SP-error rate to be 0, and yet have different alignments.
Results.
We first examine the guide trees with respect to their topological accuracy. As shown in Figure 2 , the accuracy of guide trees differs significantly, with the ProbCons default tree generally the least accurate, and our "probtree" guide tree the most accurate; the two UPGMA guide trees have very similar accuracy levels. In Figure 3 we examine the accuracy of the alignments obtained using different MSA methods on these guide trees. Surprisingly, despite the large differences in topological accuracy of the guide trees, alignment accuracy (measured using SP-error) for a particular alignment method varies relatively little between alignments estimated from different guide trees. For example, two ClustalW alignments or two Muscle alignments will have essentially the same accuracy scores, independent of the guide tree. The biggest factor impacting the SP-error of the alignment is the MSA method. Generally, ProbCons is the most accurate and ClustalW is the least.
We then examined the impact of changes in guide tree on the accuracy of the resultant RAxML-based phylogeny (see Figure 4) . In all cases, for a given MSA method, phylogenetic estimations obtained when the guide Missing Edge Rate (%) tree is the true tree are more accurate than for all other guide trees. However, MSA methods otherwise respond quite differently to improvements in guide trees. For example, Muscle responded very little (if at all) to improvements in the guide tree, possibly because it computes a new guide tree after the initial alignment on the input guide tree. ClustalW also responds only weakly to improvement in guide tree accuracy, often showing -for example -worse performance on the probtree guide tree compared to the other guide trees. On the other hand, ProbCons and FTA both respond positively and significantly to improvements in guide trees. This is quite interesting, since the alignments did not improve in terms of their SP-error rates! Furthermore, ProbCons improves quite dramatically as compared to its performance in its default setting. The performance of FTA is intriguing. It is generally worse than ProbCons on the UPGMA guide trees, but comparable to ProbCons on the probtree guide tree, and better than ProbCons on the true tree.
In fact, trees estimated using the alignment produced by FTA using the true guide tree are even better than trees estimated from the true alignment. There are several possible explanations for this phenomenon, but further study is required.
The graphs we show in Figures 3 and 4 have values that have been averaged over all model conditions and replicates (for the given number of taxa). The relative performance of the methods shown in the averages holds (with few exceptions) for each model condition. However, the magnitudes of the actual errors and amount of improvement based on a given guide tree vary. Graphs for individual model conditions are available here: http://www.cs.utexas.edu/users/serita/pubs/psb08-aux/
Conclusions.
Except for FTA, MSA accuracy (as measured using SP-error) is not strongly correlated with guide tree accuracy. Further, for most of these MSA methods, phylogenetic accuracy is not directly predicted by the accuracy of the guide tree (except again, in the case of FTA). Although it is common to evaluate alignments purely in terms of criteria like SP (or column score), these experiments provide clear evidence that not all errors are of equal importance, at least in terms of phylogenetic consequences. This is not completely surprising, since when Ogden and Rosenberg 9 studied the influence of tree shape on alignment and tree reconstruction accuracy they too found that alignment error did not always have a large impact on tree accuracy. Thus, although FTA alignments are often "worse" with respect to the SP-error, trees estimated from FTA alignments can be more accurate than trees estimated from other alignments with lower SP-error rates. Finally, it is important to realize that although alignments may have similar SP-error rates as compared to a true alignment, they can still be very different from each other.
The experiments show clearly that tree estimation can be improved through the use of improved guide trees, though only some alignment methods seem to be able to take advantage of these improved guide trees. It is also clear that these improvements require some additional computational effort. Is it worth it? Consider the following different methods, which we will call "Good" and "Better".
• Good: Run ProbCons in its default setting, followed by RAxML.
• Better: Run ProbCons on one of the UPGMA guide trees, followed by RAxML. (Note that this method produces the "probtree" guide tree, if the upgma1 guide tree is used.)
How much time do these methods take in our experiments?
In our experiments, run using a distributed system via Condor 7 , alignment using ProbCons was the most expensive step in terms of running time. The Good technique took approximately 8 minutes on 25 taxa and slightly more than 2 hours for 100 taxa, while Better took under 9 minutes on 25 taxa and 2.5 hours for 100 taxa. In other words, for a very minimal increase in running time, substantial improvements in topological accuracy are obtainable.
Future Work
Our study shows clearly that improving the guide tree for MSA methods can improve estimated phylogenies, provided that appropriate multiple alignment methods are used. Furthermore, it shows that FTA can obtain better trees than the other methods tested when the guide tree is very good. Indeed, our data suggest that once the guide tree is within about 20% RF distance to the true tree, trees based upon FTA alignments will be highly accurate. Given these results, we will test an iterative approach to phylogeny and alignment estimation: begin with a good guide tree (e.g., probtree); compute FTA on the guide tree; and then compute a new guide tree for FTA by running RAxML on the resultant alignment (and then repeat the FTA/RAxML analysis). In the current experiments, RAxML and FTA were both very fast, even on the 100-taxon dataset, so the iterative approach may scale well to significantly larger numbers of taxa. Other future work will seek to develop new alignment-error metrics that better capture differences among alignments, specifically in terms of their ability to predict accuracy of subsequent phylogenetic inference.
